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/ABSTRACT
_his report contains the results of transformer Qualification tests performed
in accordance with J.P.L. Test Procedure 902.66-01, Electronic Component Parts
Reliability, Power Transformers, dated 12 June 1964.
Two types of transformers were tested concurrently. Twelve units of each type
were supplied by each of four vendors. One type, Part #D3172671, was an
encapsulated multi-secondary toroidal transformer and the other, Part #D3172922,
an open-constructionratio toroidal transformer. Vendors supplying the
transformerswere :
Magnetic Circuit Elements, Inc. (MCE)
Robert M. Hadley Co. (RMH) -
D. B. Products (DBP)
Coast Coil (CC)
The transformers from each vendor were serialized i - 12 and categorized into
one of two groups. A flow chart has been prepared and made a part of this
\
abstract to show grouping and qualification test sequence. For Part #D3172671,
Unit ,erial numbers 001 through 004 were assigned to Group I and unit serial
numbers 005 through ole were assigned to Group If. For Part #D3172922, Unit
serial numbers 001 through 004 were assigned to Group III and unit serial numbers
005 through 012 were assigned to Group IV. The change in group numbering (i.e.
Groups I, If, IlI, and IV_ rather than Groups I and II for each part type ) was
requested by the data processing center_ C.E.I.R._ because of the differences iu
part desigu_ number of tests involved_ page and line headings of the computed
statistics sheets.
1
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The following paragraphs list each test in flow chart sequence and important
/
results, including catastrophic failures.
Visual and Ymchanical Examination| i | = , • i ,
Part_DS172671
MCE Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 35 dimensions were out of
tolerance.
P_ Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit,)30 dimensions were out of
tolerance. The method used in bi'ingingleads out of the case was not in
accordance with the specification.
DBP Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 20 dimensions were out of
tolerance.
CC Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 12 dimensions were out of
tolerance (Leads).
Part
MCE Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 24 dimensions were out of
,olerance.
RMH Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 12 dimensions were out of
tolerance (Leads).
DBP Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 24 dimensions were out of
tolerance.
CC Of the 36 dimensions measured (3 per unit) 12 dimensions were out of "
tolerance (Leads).
3
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!Initial Electrical Tests
Initial electrical tests were performed in the following order :
D. C. Resistance of each winding
Excitation Current
Turns Ratio
Center-tap Unbalance
Insulation Resistance (500 VDC)
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage (500 VRMS, 60 cps)
MCE The D. C. Resistance of all wi_lings, all units, was below the
specified lower limit. Excitation Current could not be measured using the
specified input, 30 VRMS, 2400 cps, because of insufficient turns and/or core
properties. By increasing frequency of the source E.M.F. to 6000 cps, distortion
was decreased to an acceptable level, and measured excitation current was reduced
to values less than the 90 milliampere maximum limit. _e J.P.L. cognizant
engineer decided to allow this vendor's part to remain in the test program with
the provision that a scu_ce E.M.F. frequency of 6000 cps be used in all fut,Are
J
Excitation Current and other tests, such as Temperature Rise. In comparison with
samples supplied by the other three vendors, MCE samples should have been
classified as catastrophic failures. Turns Ratio, Center-tap U_alance, Insulation
Resistance and Dielectric Withstanding Voltage tests were satisfactory, all units.
RMH All tests were satisfactory.
_BP An open winding was discovered in one unit during D. C. Besistance
measurements. The _aulty unit was classified catastrophic. The D. C.
!
!
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!Resistance of two windings (#3 and #8) of all units measured less than the
/
specified lower limit. One or more windings of three units were out of tolerance
when tested for Turns Ratio. All other tests were satisfactory.
CC All tests were satisfactory.
MCE _he secondary winding D. C. Resistance of five units was below the
lower limit. All other tests were satisfactory,
RMH The secondary winding D. C. Resistance of three units w',sbelow the
lower limit. All other tests were satisfactory. '
_EP The primary winding D. C. Resistance of three units was greater than
the upper limit. Turns Ratio measurements of one unit were out of tolerance.
One unit failed Insulation Resistance and was classified catastrophic. All
other tests were satisfactory.
CC All tests were satisfactory.
Therml Sterilization
Part #D3172671, Group I
MCE _ere was no visible evidence of physical damage and no significant '
change in electrical characteristics.
P_H _ere was no visible evidence of physical damage and no significant
changes in electrical characteristics.
DHP The cases of all four units were severely discolored and warped. Deep
cracks appeared in the potting surfaces. _2ere were no significant cha_es in
electrical characteristics.
CC _h_re was no visible evidence of physical dama6e and no significant
cha_es in electrical characteristics.
1966010360-008
IPart#DSIY2922,Group111
There was no visible evidence of physical damages and no significant cha_es in
electrical ch_racterlstics_ all l_arts_all vendors.
Terminal Pull
I
Sere was no visible evidence of physical damage_ and no significant cha_es in
electrical characteristics, all parts, all vendors.
Temperature Rise
DBP Five units exceeded the allowable temperature rise of 35 degrees C.
Cases of several units were waz_ed. Cases end _otting surfaces of all units were
discolored. _ere were no sig_nificantcha_es in electrical characteristics
after Temperature Rise.
Parts s_lied by the other three ven_rs, MCE, P_ and CC _ere satisfactory.
Mechanical _aock
_here was no visible evidence of physical damage aud no _Ignlficant changes
in electrical measurements, all parts, all vendors.
I_ One unit felled the Insulation Resistance test and vas e__asmlfled
as a catastrophic failure.
Visual inspection and electrical testi_ of waits m_pXied by the other three
vendors vas satlsfactc:7.
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Vibration
Part#D3172671
- /
One unit failed excitation current and became a catastrophic
failure. Cause of failure was an internal short between the two primary
windings. _ero was no visible evidence of physical dMmgeo
RMH _he excitation current of one unit rose above the maximum limit.
(The same unit measured high in all re_aini_ tests). There w_s no visible L
evidence of physic_l d_e_e.
I_ There was no visible evidence of _h_sical dama6e aud no
significant changes in electrical test results.
CC Excitation current of two units fro_ Group I and one unit from
Group II was above the maximm limit after Vibration. (Excitation Current
of the same 3 units remained either iLtgh or marginal during the remainl_
tests). There was no _Isible evidence of ph_slcal da_e.
Part#D31729o_
DBP Insulation Resistance failure caused one unit to be classifie,_
as catastrophic duri_ tests after vibration.
Parts supplied by the other three vendors showed r_ evi_euce of physical
\
damage nor si_niflcant changes in electrical measurements.
Hois.t,_ Resist,._c_ (N.L-S'Am-m2C,_oa ].06)
I_ OM unit (Gp. I) failed Insulation _ :istancetest after Mbisture
a._wal classifiedcatastrophic.
Units supplied by the other thr_e vendors passed the test satiafactoril_.
1966010360-010
Part _D31729_
MCE There was no visible evidence of physical damage nor significant
changes in electrical measurements.
RMH Two units groinGroup IV were classified catastrophic f_ lures
after M_isture Resistance. One unit had an open windingI the other failed
the Insulation Resis,_,ancet st.
DBP Two units from Group IV failed the Insulation Resistance Test after
molsture.
CC There was nc visible evidence of physical damage nor significant
changes in electrical measurements.
Temperature Cycling
Part#D3172671
There was no visible evidence of physical dasmge nor sisnificant changes in
electrical meacurements, all parts, all vendors.
MCE All tests were satisfactory
RMH Three units_ Group III_ failed Insulation Resistance tests and were
classified as catastrophic failures.
DBP One unit failed Insulation Resistance tests and was classified as
a catastrophic failure.
C( All tests were satisfactory.
1966010360-011
/_fe (2000_our)
Electrical tests were performed at 168, 500, I000_ 1500 and 2000 hour
intervals.
Part#D317_71
DBP One unit failed D. Co Resistance during electrical tests at the
lO00 hour interval because of an open windlug and was classified catastrophic.
Parts sul_lled by the other three vendors _assed all tests satisfactorily.
#_1729_
_ere was no evidence of physical damage nor significant changes in
electrical measurements, all parts, all vendors.
mmmm
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SUMMARY
#D317e67Z
Coast Coil transformers proved to be the most reliable and were superior,
electrically and mechanically, to those produced by the other three vendors.
Assuming that all vendors were furnished identical specifications/requirements_
transformers supplied by M2gnetic Circuit Elements and Robert _4. _adley failed
to meet requirements contained in J.P.L. Specification 902.66-01. M.C.E.
failed electrical characteristics and RMH failed mechanically because of
lead configuration. Case and potting materials used by D. B. Products were
damaged by high temperatures. Appearance and poor uniformity in electrical
characteristics indicate laxity in quality control.
#D31729
Parts supplied by Coast Coil were superior, electrically and mechanically,
to products furnished by the other t_ee vendors. _ne quality or quantity of
insulating tape used by Robert M. Hadley and D. B. Products was responsible
for the majority of catastrophic failures among the samplos supplied.
There were no catastrophic failures among samples supplied by I_gnetic
Circuit Elements, Inc.; however, these (MCE) parts had the highest average
of out of tolerance failures.
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i.0 Introduction
l , i i i i i
i.i Purpose
This document is a final report of Qualification test results.
Two types of toroidal transformers were subjected to electrical,
environmental and life tests specified in Jet Propulsion
laboratory Test Procedure 902.66-O1. This test program was
started during the month of March, 1965 and completed during
the month of November, 1965.
1.2 Contract Information
i
The contract for this test program was initially made with
Dresser HST, a Division of Dresser Industries. Effective -
July i, 1965, all HST facilities became the property of
Varo, Incorporated. The Magnetics Division of Varo, Incorporated
assumed responsibility for operation of the Environmental
laboratory and for completion of the J.P.L. Qualification
Test Programs then in progress.
1.3 Test Procedures_ Deviations
J.P.L. Test Procedure, 902.66-01, "Electronic Component Parts
Reliability, Transformers, Power" was the basic specification
governing the qualification test. Deviations to 902.66-O_
were authorized by J.P.L. Technical Direction Memorandum #I,
dated September 8, 1965.
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b, 1.4 Report Format
i The format and organization of this report is in acccrdanc_
with J.p.T:.Specification ZPP-2098-GEN. Computation an_
submittal of component-test statistics were in accordance with
J.P.L. Specification ZPP-2040-GEN A. Raw data was recorded
manually on J.P.L. Form I_94 and submitted to C.E.I._., _wrly
i Kills_ California for processing, editing and analysis.
1.5 Consu tants
I Dr. David R. Cecil, Assistant Professor of ;_thematics, Nort!_
i Texas State University, was utilized as a consultant to assist
with reliability estimates and comparisons contained in p_agzaph h,
"Test Results". A copy of the consultant's report is appended.
1
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/2.0 Description of Test Items
The ninety-six transformers involved in this test prcgram 'zci',
procured from four different vendors, namely Magnetic Ciicuit
Elements, Inc.# Robert M. Hadley Co., D. B. Products, and Coast
Coil. Each vendor was required to furnisb twelve (12) units
designed and manufactured as specified cn J.P.L. Drinking D3L72_Tl
and twelve (5) units as specified on J.P.L. Drawing D3172922.
2.1 Part ,1_umberp_172671
This transformer is an encapsulated t multi-secondary, toroidal
power transformer. It is designed to operate with an in_oat of
30 volts, P_MS, _o400 cps. Total volt/ampere ratine is approxinctely
179 VA. The unit has two primary windings, normally ccnnect_d
in parallel to the power source and eight center-tappad: secondary
windlugs, with the center taps of windings 3 and _, 5 end g,
7 and 8 commoned in pairs. The transformer windings _ t_rt_inated
in insulated flexible color-coded wire leads appi'oxlri_t_:iV ]:Zl_cbeS ,
long. The leads of the samples furnished by the Pob_r+ _;. i_adi_y
Company were spaced at uniform intervals _ound th_ p_Aiph_ry
of the unit. The leads of samples from the other _hr,_ v_ndors
were grouped in one location. The physical characteristics and
general dimensions are shown in Fixate I. _le schematic and
winding identification are shown in FIs-are 3. T_ne electlica4
narameters measured, nominal values and tolerances a_c as listed
in T_ble I.
1966010360-018
I
i 2.2 P_rtZmmber05172922
i This u_It is an open-construction ratio toroidal transfo:_o'_cz' _,;ith
• one center-tappedprimary winding and one center-tappe_7 seccn_lary
winding. It is designed for an input of 24 volts, i_J,lG,2400 cps.
l,b secoudary load currents were specified. _e traa_for,_::_•
windings are terminated in color-coded, insulated, flexible _iAe
leads, cPi_rcximatoly lO inches lou6. T_o physical characteristics
and general dimensions a_e as shown in Figu_'e 2. TT_o _:chcmatic
and _;indinc id,,ntificatlon are as sho_rn in Fig_e 3. i_Ic
electrical parameters that _ere measured; nominal values and
tole1'z:Ics _o as listed in Table I.
I
I ,o
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/3.0 Description of Test Program
3.1 Te,s.+. sign
The transformers from each venaor were serialized from i to 12
and categorized into one of four groups. The Flow Chart, Figure 4,
describes the testing sequence for each group and designates the
serial numbers of the components assigned to each group. Data
measurement points are identified with the letter "M" and each
computed statistics sheet (CSS) submittal point with the letter "S".
Two batches of computed statistics sheets in book form were
received from C.E.I.R. The first batch contained statistical
data resulting from all tests prior to the Life Test. The second
batch contained all data from the first batch plus data recorded -_
during ard after the Life Test.
3.2 Measurement Procedures
3.2.1 Visual and Mechanical Examination
, • , , i i J 1 1
3.2.1.1 Instruments Usedi
Calipers_ Helios_ Serial No. 112
3.2.1.2 ProcedureL i i i
The dimensions shown in Figures I and 2 were measured and recorded.
Each specimen /as visually examined for quality of workmanship I
material_ and legibility and _ermanence of markings_ if any.
17
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3.2.2 D.C. ResistaNce
m • J n n _
I 3.2.2.1 Instruments Usedi . i ii i i
Digital Voltmeter, Clinton,Model 7200A, Accuracy 0.O1% of reading
i D.C. Preamplifier, Cimron, Model 6802A, Combined Accuracy of 0.02% FS
i Ohms-D.C. Converter, Cimron, Model 6911A, CombitledAccuracy 0.05%
3.2.2.2 Procedure
1 '
The Digital Voltmeter, in combination with the Ohms-D,C. Converter,
I was used to measure D. C. Resistance of Part No. D3172922. A four
I
wire system is used with this combination. The unique clips
| furnished with the equipment were attached to the winding leads!
and resistance in ohms appeared on the five digit face. The
i I000 ohm scale was used permitting measurements from 0.01 to 999.99
I okms.
I
i The windings of Part No. D3172671 were relatively low in resistance
and required a change in the procedure Just described. The D. C.
i Preamplifierwas combined with the voltmeter, and the Ohms-D.C.
Converter was used as a constant current source. Resistance of
windings was determined by sending a knc_m current (e.g. i0 ma)
through the unknown resistance and measuring the resulting voltage1 drop with the Voltmeter Preamp combination. The fines e_pearing
i on the voltmeter were then read directly in Ohms. The combination
I
of equipment Just described permitted accurate measurements of
| resistance from .0001 to 9.999 ohms. The readings were rounded
cff to four significant figures and a decimal point to s_t_sfy
- data processing requirements.
m
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3.2.3 Excitation Current
,,, i , ,m, l , i
I
3.2.3.! Instruments Used
Digital Voltmeter, Cimron, Mo!el 7200A
AC DC Converter, Cimron, Model 6701A,Accuracy 0.05_ (when
c._bined _tith Digital Voltmeter above)
Signal Gen_r _toy_ Hewlett Packard_ _bdel 20tAG
_cslstor; 100 C m Standard
Fllp Switch Box (Se, Figure 5)
lh'equency Counter, Beckman, },bdel 71_Oh
Oscilloscope, Tektronix, Model 545
Ampllfler_ _,_Intosh }_del MI-200
3 •2.3 •2 Procedure
The equipment listed above was connected to the proper flip-
switch box blnd4ng posts as shown in Figure 5. The EL - E _
Switch was moved to the EL position and the voltage across the
windings under test was adjusted to 30V RMS, 2400 cps for Part
No. D3172671. The input voltage used for Part No. D3172922 was
25 V P_, 2_00 cps. The EL - ER switch was then moved to ER position
and the voltage shown on the Voltmeter was recorded. By inspection,
the decimal point was moved an appropriate number of places to
convert the reading to milliamperes.
I f%.
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3.2.3.2 (Continued)
Durir_j the Initial Electrical Tests, it _as discovered that
_gnetic Circuit Elements Part NO. D3172671 saturated at approximately
15 V P4_ causin_ severe distortion. By increasing the frequency
of the input _2_ to approximately 6KC. distortion became
uecligible and excitation current decreased below the 90ma ma_imum
limit. _e cognizant J.PoL. Engineer was advised of this problem,
and ,_ter due consideration, instructions were issued to change
the frequency of the source EMF to 6 KC for this (MCE) particular
vendor '• part.
3.2._ Turns Ratio
3.2.4.1 Instruments Usedi ! mn |
Signal Generator, F_wlett Packard, Model ROSAG
VTVM_ (2 ea)_ _ewlett Packard, M_del 4OOH
Gertsch Ratiotran. _kxlel RT-4
3.2.4.2 Frccedure
The instruments listed above and the units under test were
_nterconnected as sh(ran in Figure 6. For Part No. D3172671,
Winding _ was used as the "reference" winding. For Part No.
_._j__, the primary windi_ was used as reference. The source
E.M.Fo was increased to lOV P_ I KC and the Gertsch decade
controls adjusted for minimum on the null indicating meter°
B@
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/3.2._.2 (Continued)
Recorded raw data values for Part No. D31726TIwere read directly
from the Gertsch. For Part No. D3172922 the reciprocal values of
the Gertsch readings were calculated and recorded.
3-2.5 Oe..ntcrr.tapUnba.lance
3.2.5.1 Instruments Used
Same equipment used during Turns Ratio _asurements.
3 •2.5 •2 Procedure
_asurements leq_uired to calculate CT Unbalance were made during
the %_arns Ratio Test. The test lead connected to the high side
of the winding under test (see Figure 6) was moved to the center-tap
lead. am the Gertsch decade controls readjusted for a second mall.
CI Unbalance was calculated using the following formula:
NI X lO0 = % Unbalance
Where : NI = DiffereQce between Turns Ratio _ f_ll winding
and turns ratio of CT to low side of winding.
N2 = Turns Ratio of CT to low side of winding.
3.2.6 Insulation Resistance
- "_ J i p i i
3.2.6.1 Instruments Usedi
_gohmeter I ladustrial Instruments t _del L-7_ Serial #0194.
2
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i
o _.6.2 Procedure
The megohmeter was adjusted to provide a 500V DC test potential.
After thirty minu_es warm-ups insulation resistance of each
Lransfcrmer _Tas tested in t_o steps as follo_s :
_t_l. _c tra_psfor_er under test _as placed in a container and
covcred _rith _'_7lead shot. The 500V DC potential was applied for
one m_n'_te betveen a common electrical connection of all transformer
leads and an electrode extendin6 from the mass of shot.
_. The 500V DC potential was applied for one minute bet_;een
a common electrical connection of the leads of the primary winding(s)
and a sintilar connection of the leads of the secondary windings (s).
3.2.7 Dielectric Withstanding Voltage
3.2.7.1 instrtuments Used
Dielectric Withstanding Voltage Test Set, Associated Rerearch_ Inc.,
_del 412, Serial _i82.
3 •2.7 •2 Procedure
Each transfc_mer was tested iu two steps as previously dcscribed
in the Insulation Resistance test paragraph: The applied test
pctential was 50CV R_$, 60 cps. Prior to test, the test instrument
was adjusted to indLcate leakage currents equal to or greater than
one milliampere.
2_
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/3.3 Environmental Test Proceduresi , i L
3.3.1 Thermal Sterilization
3.?.1.1 Equipment Used
Temperature Chamber; Conrad, f_odelFB-32-3-3, Serial _7670 (*5° from
set)
Pyrometer_ Gray Instruments, Model E3067, Serial _0813
3.3.1.2 Procedure
Unit serial numbers one through four of all component codes were
placed in the temperature chamber. Two cop_er-constamtan
thermccouple junctions were attached to the largest centrally
located thermal mass of the grouped transformers. The thermocouple
leads were routed through a side port for connection to the pyrometer.
The units were theu subjected to three Thermal Sterilization Cycles,
each cycle consisting of thirty-si= hours at 143.5°C. This was
determined by frequent measurements with the pyrometer during the
first two hours of exposure.
3.3.2 Terminal Pull
m
3.3.2.1 Equipmeut Used
Five Pound Healthways Weight
1966010360-026
3.3.2.2 Procedure
i i |i:
The specimen under test was clamped in a vise and positioned to
al]c_rthe leads to hang freely over the edge of a bench. A
five pound weight was attached with a surgeon's hemostat to each
lead in turn for a period of at least lO seconds.
3.3-3 Tc_e.ra___ureRise (D3172671 Only)
S.3.3.1 Equip ntUse
Oven, Gruenberg Electric Co., Model TRO
Pyrometer, Gray Instruments, Model E-3067
Digital Voltmeter, Cimron, Model 7200A
AC-DC Converter, Cimron, Model 6701A
0hms-DC Preamplifier, Cimron, Model 6911A
DC Preamplifier, Cimron_ Model 6802A
Generator, CML_ Model 1435D
VTVM_ Hewlett Packard, Model 400H
Power Transformer, Step-Down, BACT_L_OAAR77
3.30B.2 Procedurei ] ]
The transformers were connected to the loszlfixture a_ power
source as shown in Figure 7 and placed in the oven still-air
chamber. The Junction of a copper-constantan thermocouple lead
was positioned at the same level and six inches distant from the
test specimens. Oven controls were then adjusted to obtain a
still-alr temperature of 90°C as measured with the pyrometer.
The units were allowed to remain at this temperature for at least
eight hours before the D. C. Resistance of winding #6 was
24
U
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I3.3.3.2 (Coetlned)
measured and recorded. The load fixture was designed to permit
disconnecting Winding #6 from its resistive load and rapid
re-con_ction to the Cimron constant current source. Two
additional wires were connected directly to Winding _ to serve
as voltage sensing leads. D. C. Reslstanco was measured as
previously described in paragraph 3.2.2 and recorded. Temperature
(t) was also measured and recorded. The CML Generator was then
adjusted for a reading of 30V RMS, 2400 cps across the transformer
primary wiadlmgs. Units manufactured by Magnetic Circuit Elements
were tested using an input of 30V RMSw 6000 cps. Specified
s?condary currents were obtained by varying load rheostats and
observing the accompanying voltage drop across the associated
i ohm resistor. (e.g. 0._ volts = 0._ amperes). Load currents
were readjusted hourly to compensate for current reduction caused
by heating the load resistor. Still-air temperature was
measured periodically to determine the extent of temperature '
increase caused by the transformers. After eight hours, the
unit was deenergized and the D. C. Resistance of winding #6 was
measured. Resistance (R) was remeasured 30 minutes later to insure
temperature stabilization.
Temperature rise _tas calculated usimg the following formula:
  ere:
_T = Te,m_erature rise ia degrees cemti_rade above
specified maxinn_aa_ient tewperature.
25
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3,3.3.2 (Continued)
R - Resistance of winding ._nohms at temperature (T +_ T)
r = Resistance of winding at temperature (t)
t = 3pecified initial ambient temperature in degrees centigrade
T = _xim_Am ambient temperature in degrees centigrade
3.3.4 Mechanical Shock
3•3•4. I Equipment Used
Shock _ehine, AVCO, Type SM-020, Model l
Contact Chatter _uitor, Coplan, _bdel CCM-IA
Oscilloscope, Tektronix, Model 5_5
Cathode Fellower, Columbia, Model 4OOOR
Accelerometer, Endevco, Model 2213
Scope Camera, Dumont, Type 302
3.3.4.2 Procedure
The t_ansformers were mounted to an _luminum fixture
designed to accept 16 each part #D3172671 and 16 each
#D317_9.22. leads of each winding were connected to form a series
circuit; terminated at the proper connections of the Contact
Chatter Monitor. Prior to starting the required series of shocks,
drop height and resulting pulse shapes were determined by loading
the machine elevator with ballast (ap]_roximatingweight of the
test specimens and fixtures) and photographing scope pulses generated
by the accelerometer at various drop heightm. After reaching the
2_
m
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3.3.4.2(contim ed)
desired pulse height and width, ballast was replaced with the
specimen laden test fixtures. The specimens were then subjected
to 5 shocks in both directions along each of the three mutually
perpendicular planes. Shock amplitude was 300 G's, sawtooth, with
three millisecond pulse duration. The chatter monitor was
mcnitzred for discontinuities equal or greater than O.1 millisecond
during and after each shock. The oscilloscope was observed during
one of each series of five shocks to assure occurrence of the
required shock pattern.
3.3•5 Vibratioui i i i i
3.3.5.1 E_uipment Used
Exciter, M.B., .ModelC-25H
Console, M.B., Nodel N572
Amplifier. M.B._ Model T666
Accelerometer, Endevcot Model 9213 '
Dyua-_bmltor_ Eudevco, Model 2702
Chatter Monitor, Coplan_ M_del CCM-IA
Preamplifier, Endevco, Model 2616
3.S.5-2 Procedurei i i i i
Test specimens were mounted on the vibration test fixture
and subjected to vibrations in accordance with the amplitudes and
time periods shown in Figure 9. "G" level and displacement were
1966010360-030
3°3.5.2 (Continued)
determined by signal returns from a velocity coil during the 20
. to 37 cycle range. An accelerometer mounted on the fixture with
the specimens was utilized for control during the remaining portion
of th_ cycle, 27 to 3000 cps. Prior to the start of the vibration
test, windings of specimens were wired in series and connected to
the chatter monitor which was adjusted to detect discontinuities
equal to or greater than O.1 millisecond.
3.3.6 _bisture Resistance
3.3.6ol F4,_ipment Used
Temperature Chamber, Com ad, Model CB8-2-2
Temperature HUmidity Chamber, Conrad, )bdel FD-36-3
Amplifier, M.B., M_del T666
Couscle_ M.B., Model N-572
Exciter_ M.B., Model C25H
3.3.6.2 Procedure
The test specimens were mounted on vibration fixtures and
subjected to ten temperature-htmidity cycles in accordance with
Method 106-1, MIL-STD-202C (See Figure I0). There was no
polarizing voltage applied. During five of the first nine cycles,
the units were removed from the h_nidity chamber and placed iu a
separate temperature chamber which had been stabilized at -lO°C
(Step 7a). After three hours iI_the cold chamber the units were
z_
!
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/3.3.6.2 (Continued)
vibrated for fifteen minutes, using a simple harmonic motion
having an amplitude of 0.03 inch (0.06 total excursion), the
frequency being varied uniformly between I0 and 55 cps. The
entire frequency range, from I0 to 55 cps and return to i0 cps
was traversed in approximately one minute (Step 7b).
3.3.7  mmrat  eC cl,ln
3 -3 •7.I Equilxnent Used
Conrad Temperature Chamber, M_del FB-32-3-3, Serial _q669
Conrad Temperatuze Chamber, Model FB-32-3-3, Serial #7670
3.3.7.2 Procedure "-
The unenerglzed specimens of both part tF_es were subjected to
five cycles cf extreme temperature conditions--one cycle consisting
of :
Thirty Minutes at.-65°C
%
L
Fifteen Minutes at 25°C
Thirty Minutes at 125°C
Fifteen Minutes at 25°C
Two chambers stabilized at the specified temperatures were
utilized for this test, and temperatures were monitored continuously.
Followi_ completion of the fifth cycle_ the specimens were
removed from the temperature chamber and allowed to stabilize
at room ambient fcr eight hotu's.
I
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&_
3.4 Life Test Procedure
3.4.1 Equlpment Used
!
6_en, Blue M. Electric, M_del POM 5886CI Serial #PA404
Ovenj Blue M. Electric, Model P0M 5886C, Serial _/PA414
3.4.2 Procedure
3.4.2.1 Prior to the Life Test the specimens were inspected for proper
identification and divided into five test groups as fellers :
I) Part Type 31729_9, All specimens.
2) Part Type 3172671, D. B. Products
3) Part Type 3172671, Coast Coil
h) Part Type 3172671, R. M. Hadley CO.
5 ) Pszt Type 3172671, M.C.E.
3.4.2._ The uon-e:_erglzed specimens were placed by test group into
the ovens stabilized at iS0°C and subjected to a Life Test of
90.00 Hours. In order to facilitate data point testing the
test groups were placed In the ovens ou different days
(_e Figure 8). The oven te_0eratures were held at iSO° ._o C
and recorded on a Partlow temperature recorder which is an _
integral p_=_t of each oven.
3.4.2.3 Life Test l_ta Points
_. specified i_tervals durlug the Life Test i.e. 0 (Post
Temperattu¢ Cycle Measureme_Its)168, 500, i000, 1500 and 2000
bouts, (Figure 8) within m 8 hours, each group was re,eyed
3(
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3.4.2.3 (Contlnuee)
from its oven and allowe_ to stabilize at room ambient temperature r
under forced air for six hours. Following stabilization at room
ambient Do C. Resistance, Excitation Current and Insulation P_s_etance
measurements were perZormed. After completion of the data
point measurements the specimens were returned to the oven.
31
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3.5 Data _ecordlng and Verification Procedure
, | _ _ , i mLa I
3.5.1 Test fixtures, equipment, a_d connections were carefully
inspected to insure proper testing, q'netest equipment calibration
was checked periodically against known standards to insure
accurate measurements.
3.5.2 i_asurements of the various parameters were recorded on J.P.L.
Form 1_94 and compared with the specified parameter limits and
previous mcasurements to discover erroneous readings or radical
variations in measurements.
r_
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3,6 Failure..Verlflcution and Anal_sls Procedure ,
f
3,_.I A log was maintained throughout the test to record information
pertaining to catastrophic failures and test conditions,
3.6.2 Following a confirmed catastrophic failure, a Failure Report
(_.gure ll) Form was initiated and completed with information
pertinent to the failure.
3.6.3 Each failed specimen was carefully retested to confirm the
type of failure and to decide the method of analysis.
3.6.4 _172922 Ana_ysls
3o6.4.1 Each failed specimen was carefUlly inspected for external defects
which might have caused the failure. If the type of failure
indicated an internal defect_ the outer insulating tape and wire
was carefully removed to determine the cause of failure.
3.6.5 D31726D-Analysis
\
3.6.5.1 Each failed specimen was visually inspected for external defects
which might have contributed to the failure. If an internal
defect was indicated the outer case was cut away with a hacksaw
and the potting removed with a chisel or electric hand grinder.
3.6.5.2 It _:asextremely difficult to analyze these specimens due to the
hardness of the petting compound and iml_egnation_ number of windings,
az_ lack of a_sembly information.
!
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3.6.6 After each analysis a Failure Analysis Form (Figure I!) was
, completed _rltiithe mode of failure, cause of failure and failure
classification.
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4.0 Test Eesults
• wu n
IL
4.1 Catastrophic Failuresa Part _D_172671
_.1.1 Definition
Tra_formers exhibiting an open or shorted condition or
insulation resistance measurements of less than lO megohms
_ere classified as catastrophic failures.
4.1.2 _netic Circuit Elementsa Inc. (Conponent Code 0011
4.1.2.1 During initial electrical tests, it was discovered that
Excitation Current could not be measured using the specified
input voltage and frequency (30V R_S, 2400 cps). Experimentation
proved that satisfactory operation could be obtained by
increasing the frequency of the source E.M.F. to 6000 cps.
The cognizant J.P.L. Engineer was advised of this problem, _n_ _fter
due consideration_ decided that this vendor's part _zoulabc
kept in the Qualification Test program. Excitction Current _ould
be tested using an in_ut of 30V P_S at 6000 cps, with 90 ma established
as the maxi_am. _Khetemperature rise test would also bc condacted
using the newly specified input. These units could not be compared
with transformers submitted by the other three vendors because of
dissimilar electrical characteristics.
4.1.2.2 Unit Serial _04 (Group I) failed Excitation Currc_ittests
after Vibration. Internal inspection during failure analysis
revealed a short circuit bet_een the two primary windings.
$5
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4.i.3 l:cbert M, Hadley, (90mPOue_t Code 0021
?nero were no catastrophic fnilt_res among the samples supplied by
this v-,rider.
4.1.4 o.B. _.oaucts , (componentcoae 003)
4.1.4.1 Ur.it _ur_al:'r_" _04 (Grcup I) failed insulation resistance test
b?tween _riudings 9 and lO. The breakdown occurred between two
adjacent leads.
4.1.4.2 Unit Serial _r_kg07(Group II) failed D. C. Resistance measurements
d_n_izg the initial electrical tests. Internal examination
revealed a cold solder joint at winding upending an_ lead wire,
4.1.4.3 Unit Serial _/O12 (Group II) failed D. C. Resistance measurements
after i000 hours of the Life Tesz. The break in the winding
could not be feund during: failure analysis because of
difficulties in removi_ windings from the core.
4.1.5 Coast Coil; (Component Coda O04)
_.ere were no catastrophic failures among _amples supllied by this
vcndor.
i 4.1.6 _tastro2hic Failures. Part /_D3172922
I , , _ , d
4.1.6.1 }!n_netic Circult Elements; Inc., (Componemt Code 005)
There were no catastrophic failures among samples submitted
by this vendor.
S6
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M.I.6.2 11obert M. Had!eY. t ,(Com_,onent Code' 006)
4.1.6.2.1 Unit Serial numbers 002, 002, and 004 (Group Ill) failed insulation
resistance tests after _bisture Resistance. Insulation breakdown
occurred at the winding upendings and Lead Junctions.
4.1.6.'._.2Unit Serial _humber 0(9 ( Group IV) failed insulation resistance
tests after _isture I_sistance. Insulation breakdown occurred
at the _rlndiug upeudings and Lead Junctions.
4.1.6.2.3 Unit Serial l_=mber 012 (Group IV) failed D. C. Resistance measurements
after tbisture Resistance. Failure analysis proved that the open in the
secondary windir_ was caused by a point on the wire which had
been nicked d_in C the winding process.
4.1.8.3 Q.B. lh0ducts, (Component Code 007)
Unit _..rtal nlmbers 092, 0053 007, 008, 009, 011. _)dc of failure
was si_Lilaa"for these units. Insulating tape coverlnc lead-
up-cqdicg Ju_!ctions was chafed durin_ handling causi_ Insulation
Resistance fail'ire_ wit_dlncs to "case".
I
_.i.6.4 C_ast Coil, (Comp0uent -Code 008)
There _ere no catastrophic failt_res among the samples supplied
by thls vendor.
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4.2 P_ramotric IOut of ToleranceI Failures2 Part _I_DSIT26TI
.2.1 _finitions
4.2.1.1 D.C. Hcsistancc
l i lJ
A parametric fail_re was declared when measturementof a }_indiik_
exceeded the specified upper and lo_er llmit_ _uring the initial
and succeeding electrical test p¢ints.
_.2.1.2 Excitation Current
i i i i
_asurcd excitation currents cxccedin_ the soecified upper and lo_or
limits during initial and succeedin_ electrical test points is
classified as a parametric failure.
._2.i.3 Turns Ratio
Turns Ratio measurements exceeding the specified upper and lo_,er
limits durin_Sinitial and succe_dlng electrical test points is
classifiea as a parametric failure.
Transformezs_er_ classified "out of tolerance" failures _lhe_lthe
meas_Aredtemperat?Arerise exceeded 35°C.
_.2.2 _netic Circuit Elements_ Inc. (,ComponentCode 001_
4.2.2.1 D.C. Resistance
T_neresistance of all _indi_s of the t_elve samples tested .m,_as'_Lred
less than the specified lo_er limit during i_itial and most of the
succeeding electrical test points.
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4.2.2.2 F_citation Current
i i |
One unit in Group I and six units in Group II failcd excitation current
measurements at the 15CO hour Life test point.
4.2.2.3 Turns Ratio
i i
__lqerewere no _"!zrns-Ratiofailures.
,._.2.4 _mpcraturc Pisc
The temperature rise of the twelve samples remained below 35°C.
4.2.3 Robert M. Hadley,(Component Code 0021
4.2.3.1 D.C. Resistance
, [ ,
_e erratic changes in evidence are attributable to measurement
techniques and variations in winding temperatures. These failures
could not be verified.
4.2.3.2 Excitation Current
Ur_ItSerial _02, Group I. Excitation Current exceeded the upper
limit during electAical tests after Vibration.
_.2.3.3 _Arr,c Ratio
l_ere were co t_rns ratio failures.
.2.3•4 Temperatu_s Rise
Temperature Rise of the twelve samples remained belm_ 35°C.
39
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\!_.2.4.1 D.C. Resistance
Windings _3 and _ (ITimary Windimgs)3 all twelve samples_
I •
ncas_Ired less than the lo_,'crlimit d:nir,s the initial electrical
+,_sts.
4.2.4.2 Excitation Carre nt
'i_.er_ were uo failures in excitation cL_rrent.
)!.!.!_.3 Turns F_ti3
4.2.4.3.1 Grpup !
Initial Electricnl Tes+s
J i , all _ : r
Unit 2_ria! :t/_m_._= Winding 4 measured low.
Uri+ F_rlal _iO0_ - Windins 43 9_ and 10 measured high.
Unit S¢:'ial/_.04 - Winding i measured low; wlndinge _ 9 and I0
measured high.
After _bisture ilesistance
I;£%£N_IUnit Serial /,_:v_bocam,_ a catastrophic failure because of Insulation
Resistance and _as not tested for Turns Ratio.
Unit Serial ii_'s002 and _'_03.-_%u'ns P_tio Failures found durlt_ initial
electrical tests were repeated.
4O
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4.2._.3.2 erou_ II
Failures during Initial Electricals and Eleetrlcals after moisture
were identical as follo_ts:
Unli Serial ,[006 - Windings 2 and _ high
Unit Serial 9_k908- Winding 5 ic_
Unit Serial _ - Wiuding 1 hish
Ur_it Serial _)i0 - W[adlng 2 high
Unit _.rlal _)12 - Winding 1 low; windings 9 and lO high
_.2.4.4 Temperature [tise
Unit serial n'_ubers 002, 003, 004, 005, 006 exceeded the
allowable tempe.rattu'eris' ;f 35°C. "
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_:.:. 5 c__t coil, (co_,_o__ntcod° oo.4)
4.2.5.1 ['.C. Resistance
Failuxcs indicated on the chart wore noted during the 1500 hour
Life tc_t point and _cre caused by operator error.
_.L.D.[ Excitatl,un (_z_cn!
Unit _zial n,_:,,'rsCf,l and 002 (Group I). Excitation current exceeded
the 90 milliamp mczimum dt_ing electrical tests after
Vibration aud remained abovc or u_ar the maximum limit during
subsaqucnt test s.
i Unit 'Jorial number 006_ Group II. Excitation current exceeded 90
milliamps during tc;s+s after Vibration and re._.ined nbovc or ne£_ the
I limit during subsequent tests.
_._ -.,.3 DArns Latio
_qere :_ere no ?uu-s Rr.t!c failures.
Thcr__.w_rc re _._._czat_. Rise Fail,Ares.
aS
.4
_r
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_.3 _a_t_r(c_tof_l_r_c_)F_llur_8,ts I_D31F_
4.3.1 Definition
_ :
Failures iu L. C. Resistance, Excitation Current and Turns Ratio
are a_ deflncd in paracraph 4.2.1 o" this report. _lis part was not
subjected to Temperature lllsc Tests.
4.3.2 _(_netic C1rcult Elements, Inc. (Component Code 005)
4.3.2.1 D.C. Resistancei
Unit serial r;ambers 0C1, 002 and 004 (Group III) Resistance of the
s+co_+dary winding was less tlmn the lower limit, all tests. Uuic
Scrlal l;Imber 003 -- seccndary winding resistance was less than lower
limit on all tests, wit1_ the exception of Initial, after terminal pull
and _eter v_hratlon.
Group IV. D. C. Resistance of the secondary windings, all units with the
exception cf Serial number 009 were less than the lower llmit during
one cr more cf the scheduled test points.
Serial No. No. _ailurcs (DCR, Secon-
dary)
Group III 001 12°
002 12 ,_,
003 9
004
Group re 005 6
oo6 2
oo7 1
oo8 i0
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h.3.- (Lc:_tinu-i) S_IIAL NO. NO. FAILURES
3rcp I_ 009 0
ozo 9
oii 8
012 8
Uuit _....al _309 excitation current rose above the upper limit after
:bist_e D,csistance and T_mlx_rature CycLing.
_it _mrlal _7 and 010 exceeded upper limits aftez Temperature
Lhlt _,rial _'_12 exceeded upper li_t after 2qO0 hours Life.
L.3.2.3 _Lrns Ba+iO
?-:are",_re no ?a'ns ia*io failures.
m m _w
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D/
l
•3.3 2c'_crt_:.IIadlev
_.3.3.1 D.C. Fesist_Dc_
_.t Serial _•'D3, Greup iII. D. C. _ezistanee of th: pri.-_%v _.luiinc
cxc¢:del the u22er limit 8/_tc'.- Termin._l Pull.
g-_t _risl _AD_'g:Crcup Z!I. O. C. ?_¢sistanc$ of tb _. s_conda_7" ;i_'idi_
fell bel:':;the lm[er limit durlr_ Initial, After _:er_l _-_erilizaficn,
,tier Ter_nal Pull, After _bchanical _ock ani After Vibration.
Unit Serial {_305, Gro_/p _I. D. C. Resistance of the secondary _:.indlr6
fell bellow the lower limit, all Zests.
:hit Serial 7_k3C9,Group r/. D. C. qesist&nce of the second_aq7 vindi_s
fell below +.he lo_;ar lJ_it durin_ the first four tests and was then
cl&ssified as ca±astrophlc.
_.3.3,- Excitation ._rrent
-- m
ff_t Serial 9_-._03;Group iii. Righ excitation current, insulatie:,
Resistance less than I0 K mesohms e_eter Ibisture Resistance.
Unit Serial _p; C_6_ 00[, 008, 01_ Oll (Group l_,r).High excitation
cuIrent _er M_isture Fesistanc::. fnsulation Resistance measurements
were less than IO K me6ohms. Units _309 and 012 became catastrophic
failures.
|iJ.
_.3.3.3 TurnsRatio
Zhere were no l_mns _atlo Failures.
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!;.3.I'- L.i. Prpducts. (Component Code_007)
. .!_.3 L'.C. P_sistznce
Unit 2krial ,i'¢003_Group III. D. C. Resistance of the primary winding
=,_;_ abow-, the up2cz limit after Terminal IAIII.
:Lit '_erluliOr6.Gr_:upIV. D. C. Reslstasce of the primary was
%f"a_ _e _he upper limit d,xri_ Initial a,w/ all subsequent tests.
U_it Serial ;1%05 and 011. D. C. Resistance of the primary was above
_e upper limit during the Initial test
[hit Serial _i%06. D. C. Resistance of the secondary winding was below
the Icwer limit after 168 Hour Life.
[:.3.)_.[_ Excitation Ouvrcnt
_ere were no _xeltation O_rrent f_ilures.
i!.3.4.5 %,Itns F_a=tio
?LLerc_cre no Turns P_atio f_ilures.
46
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4.3.5 CoastCoil,(component_de 008)
_._._.I There were no paramctrlc failures duri_ any of the Qualification
tests.
4?
r
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, 4..4 Visual- Mechanical
4.4. i P_rt _ID3172671
b,.4.1.1 Ii_nctic Circuit Elements, Inc.
Dimension No. OT
J
2.620,.030in. _-(2.565_)
!.250*.005in. iI(2.241_)
L_a_s12.00in. 12(i_-16_)
4.4. i.2 l<obcrt M. Hadley
Dimension No. OT
u.6_o_ _ in. 12 (2.57o_)
1.250 in. 6
ma_s m (I_.5-15.2_)
The method used in bringing leads from the case did not
conform with Figure II ¢f Test Procedure 902.66-01.
t_.4.1.3 D.B. Products
• | ,
Dimension No. 0Ti L
|,
2.620 in. 0
1.250 in 8
_a_s _ (7.5- io.5Typ)
_._.i._ Cow,st Coil
Dimension No. OT
i , i |
2.620 in. 0
1.250 in. 0
m_s _ (14.5- 16.5_yp)
48
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4.4.2.1 _nctic Circuit Elementsa Inc.
Dimcnsions No. OT
1.00In.m=. 12( 1.25_)
.500 in. _x 2
Lcads, i0 in. Typ 12 (11.1- 11.3 T_p)
4.4.2.2 P_obertM. Hadlc_
Dimcnsions No. 0T
i i i ,,
1.O0 in. 0
•500 in. 0
_a_s 12(11.5- 12.o_yp)
4._.2.3 D.B. Products
Dimensions IJo.0T
1.oo_. ]_ (i.o4Typ)
•500 in. 0
_a_s 12(9.5-96_)
4.2,_.2.4 Coast Coil
Dimonsious I_o.0T
1.00 in. 0
•500 in. 0
49
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4.4.3 Physical Damage
4.4.3.1 D.B. Products_ R rt #D3172671
All samples _rere d_maged from exposure to heat_ (Thermal
Sterilization, Tcmp_,rature Rise, Life). Damages consisted
of warped tubing, cracks in the potting compound and
discoloration of all surfaces.
4.4.3.2 All other samples, both part types, were undamaged by
exposure to heat.
5C
m
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/4.5 Reliability Estlmate_sand Comparisons.
Assuming an exponential fniluro rate the follo_ing t_bles present
the catastrophic and parametric failure rates in percent per i000
hours at 90%, 60% and 50% confidence levels. A one-sided confidence
interval must be used when there are no failures, otherwise a t_to-
sided confidence interval is used. When two-thlrds or more of the
parts under test failed, no confidence intervals are given since
any interval would be very large and quite inaccurate.
To fit the data to an exponential distributicn requires that (i) the
samples be selected randomly and (2) any sample that fails at any time
during the test be removed at _he first reading following failure.
In other words, we must have random sampling without _-.placement.
The tests run involve sampling with replacement and therefore esti-
mations of confidence _ntervals for some of the data cannot be made.
Consider the data for Part D3172671, Hadley, parameter Ii, group I.
Here is a sample of size 4 with one failure each at 168, 500, I000,
1500 and 2000 hours. It is assumed here that the same part caused
this failure each reading and a two-sided confidence interval is given
using one failure in a sample of size 4. Now consider the data for
Part DS172671, D. B. Products, parameter 8, group 2. Here is a sample
of size 7 (to begin with) having 5 failures at 168 hours, 3 failures
at 500 hours, i failure at i000 hours, _ failures at 1500 hours, and
5 failures at 2000 hours. No confidence interval can possibly be given
for this data since some early failures were not failures later$
1966010360-054
4.5 (Contihued )
there is no possible way of visualizing this data so as to be either
random and/or without replacement.
_ne confidence intervals obtained all used 12 or fewer degrees of
freedom in thc X2 distribution. _l_nistends to produce u_reliabl_
confidence intervals.
To use the exponential distribution rate of further tests it is strongly _
recommended that (i) larger sample sizes be used, and (2) testing
without replacement be used.
1966010360-055
Procedure Used for Exponential Distribution of Failures
The exponential distribution is defined as follows:
e - _ t
o for O_ t_ 0f(%o)=
o 3 for t _ 0
The two-slded confidence interval is given by
,2k_ ,, , _o<-_ a_g) )
The above interval is based on fitti_ the data to the exponeutial distribution
by a _ fit. This automatically assumes that the data was taken randomly.
lagend: T = the accumulated life time of all components on test
r = the total number of failures that occurred
n = the number of units tested
fi = the number of failures after a given test meas_ements
_i = the mean life test time (hours) for a given test measurement
o( = given by confidence level = (1 - )100%
k
" : (n-r)(2OOO)
i=l
k = the number of time intervals
To obtain T for the _ test requires sampl_ug without replacement. With
replacement,data would not g:,vean unbiased estimate for O.
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The fail_e rate _ for the expoueutial distributlou is given by _= I
5_
I rp- '1 i _ --_"
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mWeibJll Distribution of F_ilures
,q
The Weibull distribution is defined as follows :
l
.t.B,.i._e , for<,B, tTo
fCt,_ ,_ ) =
o , elsewhere
The failure rate is given by
t_'l , for tz, Og(t) = 0 , elsewhere •
Where t is times and _ aud _are parameters determined by the test data.
All comments made for the exponential distribution also apply here. Th_ data
%1
must be _na_. arid--_' L .... .-__
/9
To determi:: o{ &/# failures must appear in at least two different t_me inbelva?_.
This requirement, along with the afore mentioned requirements for the exp',ueu;da!
distribution, allowed only two Weibull failure graph_
7_
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5.0 Discussion of Test Resultsi | | i i
5.1 Part Number D_,172671
5.1.i Ma_netlc Circuit Elements; Inc.
The high percentage of "Out of Tolerance" Failures (41.6%) was
caused by non-conformance to design. Low D. C. Resietance
measurements of all windings indicate fewer turns per winding than
those specified in Test Procedure 902.66-01. The deficit in
turns prevented operation of the transformer with the specified
input of 30V RMS, 2400 cps. Satisfactory operation was obtained
by increasing frequency of the source E.M.F. to 6000 cps. The
higher frequency was used for all Excitation Current measurements
and during the Temperature Rise test. This part is not inter-
changeable with parts submitted by the other three vendors because
of basic differences in electrical characteristics. Materials
used for the case and potting were unaffected by any of the environmental
exposures.
5.1.2 Robert M. Hadley
Parts supplied by this vendor had the smallest percentage (1.2%)
parameter failures and no catastrophic failures; however_ the
difference in lead configuratiou may prevent direct replacement with
samples submitted by the other three vendors.
Materials used for the case and potting were unaffected by
environmental e_osures.
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/5.1.3 D.B. Products
This vendor's part proved to be the least reliable of all. The
catastrophic failure rat_-was 25% with a relatively high parametric
failure rate (7.7%). Materials used for the case and pottin_ were
I severely dsmaged by heat during Thermal Sterilization and Temperature
Rise tests.
5.1.4 Coast Coil
Parts supplied by this vendor were satisfactory in electrical and
mechanical design and are ccnsidered to be superior to parts
supplied by the other three vendors. There were no catastrophic
failures, and parametric failures averaged 1.24 throughout the
_Aalification test. Materials used for the case and potting were "
unaffected by environmental exposures.
5.2 Part D_17_22
5.2.1 Mmgmetic Circuit Elements, Inc.
\
The relatively high percentage of Out of Tolerance failures (18.3%)
was caused primarily by low D. C. Resistance of the secondary
winding. There were no catastrophic failures. The thickness and/or
number of layers of tape used om the outer surfaces was adequate
add capable of resisting damage from environmental exposures add
handling.
i
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5.2.2 _obertM.mmle_
Four of the five catastrophic failures were caused by Insulation
Resistance failure and are attributable to either the quality of
insulating tape or the number of layers and taping methods used to
cover the toroid surfaces.
5.2.3 D.B. Products
* , t , J
Catastrophic failures (50.0%) were caused primarily by insulating
tape, same as paragraph 5.2.2 above.
5.2.4 Coast Coil
These parts are considered to be superior to similar parts supplied
by the other three vendors, in that there were no Out of Tolerance
or Catastrophic Failures.
5.2.5 C.T. Unbalance
The C. T. Unbalance of all windings, all unitsI both part types
was well within the • 1% limits.
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6.0 Conclusions
!
6.1 The relatively small number of test specimens and test desigu prevented
formation of accurate reliability estimates and comparisons.
6.2 Coast Coil products, both part types, were superior to those supplied
by the other three vendors.
7.0 Reco_nehalations
7.i Future magnetic component qualification tests should be in accordance
with specification MIL-T-27B.
7.2 Statistical data should be obtained solely from tests during Life.
Relatively large numbers of test specimens should be tested with
parameters such as Excitation Current, I_ad Voltage and No Load
Voltages measured at frequent intervals. The test specimens should
never be de-energized nor removed from ovens, if used, during the
Life test. Life test samples should be divided into two groups_ the
first 6roup loaded nominally, the second group with 10% overload.
7.3 Effects of the various environmental exposures may be determined by
relatively small samples (i.e. six units).
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FIG I
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS,PART NO. D3177.671
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II FIG 3
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RET*IN"CORDCO'V--,E.oLA=Tcopy,,T, PART.
FAILURE ANALYSIS i °ATE, 1 , I
FAILURE TYPE (CHECK) MODE OF FAILURE
O MEGH. _ C_ ELECT (_ OPER
CAUSE OF FAILURE
_,,LOREO_,SSIF,C,TION(C"EC_)
I--'--I 0E'ID. NO,CONFORMAN==TO DE.,=,
ooR_Ecl",v..¢'T;ON".ECE'EI',_BY
q
"' " I m
• ., i i ! i(
|ll J RELIA_LI _ y DEPT' reEF' (Ir
_)E'PT RESP' FORACTIONr-I_F'SIQN i-1 ODD. Lm_ MFQI m. I DATE ACTION WILL mE INITIATED'_ I OEpT AUTH" (INITIALs) I
CORRECTIVE ACTION EFFECTIVE ON: i
RUN L OT BATCH 8ERIAL NUMBER i
REFERENCES: INSTRUCTIONS : ' i
_) UIIE lOFT PENCIl. OR llL.AGK |AL.L. POINT. ;
® use ,E,ARATERE,ORTFOREAt, PART. jm i i i | i
,c'o.e,,_..#,P,_5
FIG Jl
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FIGURE 5
FLIP SWITCH BOX
lO0_m
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FIG 8
DATA TEST POINTS
,, m ......
TEST GROUP START 168 500 I000 1500 2000HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR HOUR •
ALL DSI729Z2 8-16 8-25 9-7 9-27 10-18 11-8
DB D5172671 8-17 8-24 9-8 9-28 10-19 11-9
COAST DSI726TI 8-18 8-25 9-9 9-29 10-20 I1-10
RMH D5172671 8-19 8-26 9-10 9-:50 10-21 I1-11
MCE D3172671 8-20 8-27 9-11 I0-1 10-22 11-12
LIFE TEST SCHEDULE
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I
i VIBRATION TEST LEVELS
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/TABLE II
CODING INFORMATION
COMPONENT CODE
Magnetic Circuit Element D3172671 001
Robert M. Hadley D3172671 002
D.B. Product_ D3172671 003
Coast Coil D3172671 004
Magnetic Circuit Element D3172922 005
Robert M. Hadley D3172922 006
D. B. Products D3172922 007
Coast Coil D3172922 008
CROUP CODE
Group I and I!I Unit Serial No.'s i thru 4
Group II and IV Unit Serial No. 's 5 thru 12
4
J
I
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TABLE II (Continued)
CODING INFORMATION
PARAMETER UNIT DATA COIirbLND.C.R. Winding #i O!Im 1
D.C.R. Winding #2 Ohm 2
D.C.R. Winding #3 Ohm 3
D.C.R. Winding #4 Ohm 4
D.C.R. Winding #5
Ohm 5
D.C.R. Winding #6 Ohm 6
D.C.R. Winding #7 Ohm 7
D.C.R. Winding #8 Ohm 8
I D.C.R. Winding #9 Ohm 9D.C.R. Winding #I0 Ohm I0
itation Current Milliamperes i
Exc
Ins. Resistance Wdgs. to base K Megohms 3
m
I Ins. Resistance Pri Wdgs
to Sec. Wdgs K Megohms 4
Diel. Str. Wdgs to Case Go/No-Go 5Diel Stz Primary Wdgs. to Sec. Wdg. Go/No-Go 6
Turns Ratio Wdg. #1 Ratio I
Turns Ratio Wdg. #2 Ratio 2
Turns Ratio Wdg. #3 Ratio 3
Ratio Wdg. #4 Ratio 4
Turns
Turns Ratio Wdg. #5 Ratio 5
I Turns Ratio Wdg. #6 (Wdg. 6 _ 1.000) 6
Turns Ratio Wdg. #7 Ratio 7
i Turns Ratio Wdg. #8 Ratio 8Turns Ratio Wdg. #9 Ratic. 9
Turns Ratio Wdg. #I0 Ratio I0
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mTABLE II (Continued)
I
I
D3172671 D3172_22
I GRP I. GRP. II GRP. III GRP. IV PLACE IN TESTOl 01 01 01 Initial Electricals
02 02 After Thermal 5teri]ization
| 03 03 After Terminal Pull
04 02 After Temperature Rise
05 03 04 02 After Mechanical Shock
06 04 05 03 After Vibraticn
07 05 06 04 After Moisture Resistance
08 06 07 05 After Temperature Cycling
-" 09 07 08 06 After 168 Hr. Hi Temperature Life
- 10 08 09 07 After 500 Hr. Hi Temperature Life
II 09 iu 08 After I000 Hr. Hi Temper-ture Life
'_ 12 I0 II 09 After 1500 Hr. Hi TeI_per_ture Life
13 ii 12 i0 After 2000 Hr. Hi Temperature Life
m
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I 910 Edgewood Place .
k Denton, Texas 76201
_ I December 20, 1965
I John McLin
Varo, Inc.
2201 Walnut Street
GaIland, Texas 75041
RE: Purchase Order No. M-_h4256
Dear Sir:
The following charts, discussion, and recommendations are submitted inregard to the study of J.P.L. Qualification test 902.66-01, in accordance
with Para 3.3.8.4 J.P.L. Specification ZPP-2098-GEN.
It is respectiw submitted that all conditions of purchase orderNumber M-54256 has been met.
Sincerely,
Dr. David R. Cecil
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
North Texas State University \
I
!
I
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I
_ SAMPLE CALCULATION
!l
I 90% Confidence level for D3172671 Hadley parameter 8, assuming an
exponential distribution of failures.
Xi fi
Time Class Mark Number of Failures Xifi
0 - 168 hr 84 hr 0 0
168 - 500 hr 334 hr 2 668
500 - i000 hr 750 hr 0 0i000 - 1500 hr 1250 hr i 1250
1500 - 2000 hr 1750 hr 0 0
-i
TOTALS 3 1918
I
r=3
_ n= 8T = 1,918 + (8 - 3) 2000
T = 11,918
2T = 23,836
_= .i0, _ = .05, I - 2 : .95
X_(2r+2) = X2 .05(12) : 21.03
x2 _(i - (2r) = X .95(i0) = 3.940
I
X2(I-_2 (2r) X2_C'(2r + 2)
<_<I __A Failure rate per hour2T 2T )-,
3.940 _ 2i.03
23,836 < _ 23,836
.000166 < _ _ .000884
16.6% < _ < 88.4% _; Percent failure rate per 1000 hours.
!
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Sample Calculation
Weibull distribution for failure rate.
Part D3172671, Hadley, Parameter 8.
Cummu Iat ive
Readin_ Internal Internal Mark Number of Failures Percent Failure
168 Hr. 0 - 168 84 0 --
500 168 500 334 2 25.
Hr. 0%
I000 Hr. 500 - i000 750 0 --
1500 Hr. i000 - 1500 1250 3 37.5%
a 2000 Hr. 1500 - 2000 1750 0 --
For Scale with 1 unit ffi 00 hours:
y- intercept ffi- 1.58
-In_ =-1.58
_- ffi 4.86
slope = -0.20 - (-1.58) = .300
4.6 - 0.0
I :. 00 \
-.613
g(x) = "300 x4.86
For scale with I unit ffi hour:
t = lOOx
I g(t) - 300t - 613
-.613
• - 0.0155 t "
(4.86) (3.98)
!
I
I
I
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_n D3172671
Coast CoilParameter ii
i 84 I 12.5%33 0 --
750 0 --
1250 I 25.0%
y - intercept = -2.00
-in_ =-2.00
!
'_ _ = 7.39
I
slope = (-0.7) - (-2.00_ = 0.282
4.6 - 0.0
,_ = 0.282
-.718
.282 x
g(x) = 7.39 I Unit = i00 hrs.
I g(t) = 282t -.718• i Unit = I hr.
(7.39) (2.91)
m -.718
g(t) = 0.0131 t
!
I
I
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